AWRA Alabama
Conference Call – August 17, 2015

Seminar Planning

Kenneth Odom, George Marodis, Amanda Fleming, Rob White (IT tech guy), Sam Fowler,
Puneet Srivastava, Eve Brantley
Web page looks great. Suggestion by Kenneth to include a link on the banner to go directly
the AU Water Resources Center web page.
Amanda noted that John Morris would like to update the sponsorship levels to remove the
categories. He prefers to have the amount ‘blank’ since he asks different entities for
different amounts depending on past contributions. George said it would be fine to update
the page to list the sponsors and leave a pay pal link to go to a page and pay the
sponsorship fee.
Suggestions for populating the web page with pictures included a group picture after the
votes are counted at the annual business meeting.
There are old, live web pages from when Marlon Cook was an AWRA officer in 2007 that is
on the State of Alabama web host.
The credit card changes when the new Treasurer comes up – the bank will need to get an
updated contact (Eve) to make sure that the web hosting company is paid. Currently, the
card contacts are Sam Fowler, Kenneth Odom, and Amanda Fleming. Recommendation to
add Eve Brantley and Pat O’Neil at a Wells Fargo while we are all at the conference.
Everyone must be present to take someone off the account, but may not need everyone to
add names. Sam suggested taking him and Amanda off of the account to ‘keep it clean’ with
new officers rotating on the board.
* Kenneth will call to confirm names listed on the account and protocols to have
names removed.
Taxes – Kenneth Odom
We have the card from the federal government that confirms tax information has been
received and was correctly filed. It was emailed to the CPA and he has just forwarded to
Kenneth.
New Board Member:
Jeff Powell has agreed to serve on the AWRA board next year as a representative of US Fish
and Wildlife Service.
Conference Sponsorship:
Sponsorship list is still draft, will need it soon for printing. Kenneth noted that we’re
waiting on a few. We have approximately $8700 minus pay pal costs. Waiting to hear from
AL Pulp and Paper Council, Kleinschimdt (Amanda noted this will be paid soon).

We have the new shirts ($625). We will get those Wed morning at the symposium so that
we can wear them.
* Kenneth will follow up with John regarding the Flora-Bama social.
* Amanda will send final Symposium agenda to the board.
Amanda is waiting on biographies from the National Water Center representatives.
Expenses at the AWRA Symposium and Conference (courtesy Billy Earle)
NOTE: 14 exhibit tables are available.
Exhibit tables are paid by AU: this year the rate is $45/table.
We had 12 tables last year and the rate was $35/table.
AWRA pays for the Wednesday night Flora-Bama reception.
AWRA Pays Perdido Beach Resort for the Thursday Evening Reception, which includes
Beer and Wine. AU orders the food for the reception but requests separate billing to AWRA
for it. This is paid by AWRA on Friday before leaving the hotel by check.
AWRA pays for the 8 student rooms w/double occupancy, and this is paid on Friday before
we leave as well (assumption – need to clarify).
AU has a PSC to AWRA to cover half of the student awards ($900) Plus, $70 per registered
participant (Symposium) Less the cost of the breaks on the day of the symposium.
Clarification from Sam: AWRA writes the checks to each of the student winners— the total
for the awards is $1,800 ($400 for 1st place in both poster and presentations, $300 for 2nd
place, and $200 for 3rd place). Half of the student awards($900) comes from the AWRA
revenues, and the other half ($900) from the conference revenues. That is why the PSC
from AU to AWRA includes $900 for student awards.
Survey
The AWRA board has discussed sending out a survey to conference participants asking for
input on AWRA symposium. Sam suggested that we add a couple of questions to the follow
up survey that is sent by the AU Water Resources Center.
* Eve will forward the draft AWRA survey to the board for final input and then send
the questions to Eric Reutebuch for inclusion to the overall conference survey.
* Sam will follow up with Billy Earle to learn more about the conversation that there
would be a $35 fee for exhibit space.
We will meet Wednesday morning before the Symposium and again Thursday before the
business meeting.

